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Grab the Controversial Book That's Helped Hundreds of Christian Couples!**A Blueprint for

Understanding Men for Christian Wives**In this controversial sex book for married couples, Barry

Franklin tackles the controversial subject of Christians and Sex by candidly describing what men -

including God-honoring, Christian men - need from their wives when it comes to sexual intimacy.

God is not in favor of a sexless marriage. Rather, God blesses true Christian intimacy and

encourages genuine sexual fulfillment in marriage for both husbands and wives. With Wired for Sex,

readers will learn:*How God really feels about sex*God's standard for sexual intimacy*What

Christian men find attractive in women*The benefits (physically, emotionally, and spiritually) of

having sex*Some ways Christian wives can spice things up with their husbandWired for Sex will

give Christian women important insight into understanding men, particularly how their husbands

approach sex. While Wired for Sex has elicited some controversy (most of which is based on

misunderstandings or false characterizations), it is actually based on the teachings of the Bible

concerning marriage. The author invites all those who disagree with any of the book's claims to

"search the Scriptures" as the Bereans did in the book of Acts. Those who do will find that Wired for

Sex is biblically sound.Wired for Sex is written for the busy Christian. Coming in at approximately

10,000 words, it's designed to be a quick read. **********ABOUT THE AUTHORBarry Franklin is a

pastor and marriage counselor living in the Washington, DC area. Pastor Franklin believes

marriages are only as strong as they seek to follow God's will for their homes. Pastor Franklin has

been married to his beautiful wife for 20 years and they are blessed with two wonderful children.
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This book was so good. I purchased it right before my wedding. It really helped me understand my

husband so much better. If you are looking for an instruction manual for the act of marriage, this is

not it. However, if you want to understand how the male mind works in regard to sex and the

workings of the male mind, this is the book for you!

I liked this ebook because it gave me permission to think a new thought!Honestly I didn't have a

description on how a wife should be and what is intended through her!I got caught in the trap of

becoming some wife with not much excitement because I was so confused, as well as my husband!

This has encouraged us both and are working on replacing our thoughts with this new

insight!!!!Knowledge is truly Power!Thank You Barry Franklin!!!

Love the no nonsense, biblical approach to a "taboo" topic which should be as easy to discuss as

the every day events all around us. Hopefully married couples will learn from this, and apply the

lessons, so they can more fully enjoy their marriage, and their sex!

the ebook was informative, mostly common sense issues. The author is very, very blunt which may

be cause for some of the offense taken by readers and poor reviews. I gave it 3 stars because while

informative it was basically a long pamphlet or essay.

I think this book would be significantly better if it was not intimated that the audience is both men

and women. It comes across as a bit of a lecture toward women from a man. However, to hear a

man's frustrations in this area I found very valuable...especially because it wasn't coming from my

husband's mouth. The list at the end of the book is very helpful as our 'society norms' teach women

to be 'good girls' and some f those options might be surprising to Christian women as acceptable

and exciting options.But saying that the book leaves out a lot--such as the problem I just mentioned

of what we are or are not taught about this as Christian women.I am praying and doing a lot of study



in this area to help myself in this area because of sexual abuse in my past. That is also a factor, so I

think it's a little unfair and unrealistic to simplify the problem down to just these issues.But even with

my negative impressions, information should be taken at face value and plugged in with other

information. This, combined with other information I'm finding, I did find to be helpful though and

worth the read.

I was a little nervous about reading this book based on some of the bad reviews. After reading the

book, I feel like the bad reviews are unwarranted and unfair. The book is informative and helpful.

Actually most everything in the book is common sense. Christian wives who want to please the Lord

and their husbands will not find this book offensive. If you do find this book offensive, marriage

counseling of some sort would be in order because the root of the offense is much deeper than this

short e-book. This book is easy to read and contains helpful insight.

I consider myself a strong woman. I don't see the harm in pointing out how we wives can better

ourselves. Yes, a lot of the book is based on the physical attractiveness, but as a wife of only 6 yrs I

had already began to take my husband's love for granted. This was a real eye opener. Thank you

so much for addressing an issue that I have NEVER heard biblically addressed!

This book mainly focuses on how we can be more attractive to our spouse and ways you can be

active together as a means to bond. There are a few little gems in the book and the list of things you

can do in the bedroom to spice things up at the end of the book may be helpful for some Christians

who may wonder what may be acceptable in the bedroom. However, being a young, fit woman with

a higher libido than my young fit husband I found this book not very appropriate for our situation.
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